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Aims of the Session

• To present CAT policy and principles

• To provide insights into current practice of 
local practitioners

• To facilitate smooth implementation of CAT 
policy

• To outline implementation plan by EDB
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CAT Policy under QF
Basic Assumptions

• Applicable to learning across the academic, 
vocational and continuing education sectors at 
levels 1 – 7 of the QF

• Adoption of CAT policy on a voluntary basis 

• Institutions can develop their own policy, 
systems and procedures based on promulgated 
principles
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What is CAT and Why?

• A means to facilitate recognition and validation of 
units of learning and allow learners to move from 
one programme to another without having to 
duplicate learning

• Aims: 
- to support effective learning 

pathways for the benefit of learners
- to minimize unnecessary duplication 

of learning
- to maximize the use of credit already gained
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Principles Underpinning CAT
“Learner-centred”

1. CAT policy should promote learner mobility by 
minimizing duplication of learning

2. CAT systems and procedures should be 
transparent, fair, flexible and easy to use

3. Decisions on credit transfer should be timely, 
academically defensible, equitable and based on 
learning outcomes

4. Credit awarded in recognition of prior (non-
formal and informal) learning is of equal 
standing to credit awarded through other forms 
of assessment
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Principles Underpinning CAT 
“Respects Institutional Autonomy”

5. CAT shall not affect the authority of a  
receiving institution to make decisions about 
the admission of learners

6. Credit Recognition and Credit Transfer 
decisions should not undermine the academic 
rigour or integrity of the qualification into 
which a learner is accepted
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Principles Underpinning CAT 
“A Cooperative Enterprise”

7. Institutional commitment and cooperation are 
essential for the optimal functionality of CAT 
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Principles Underpinning CAT
“Based on Strong Quality Assurance”

8. CAT systems and procedures should be 
subject to rigorous quality assurance 
measures
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Considerations in CAT Implementation 

• Transparency

• Flexibility

• Ease of use

• Timeliness

• Fairness

• Learning outcomes
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Considerations in CAT Implementation 

• Parity of learning modes

• Institutional autonomy

• Academic rigour and programme integrity

• Collaborative programme design

• Quality assurance
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Illustrative Examples of Types 
of Credit Transfer 

General Credit
• Credit earned for learning that is equivalent in 

level and credit weighting but not directly 
relevant in content to any specified course in 
the qualification the learner wishes to pursue

• May be used to reduce the total number of 
credits required for graduation

• Usually applied to gain exemption from free-
elective course component of new programme
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Block Credit

• A block of unspecified credits that may be 
counted towards completion of a programme 
of study

• Learners must complete a top-up list of 
courses specified by the receiving institution in 
order to fulfil graduation requirements

• Top-up list may vary from learner to learner
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Specified Credit

• “One-for-one” Recognition of credits awarded 
in respect of a previously completed course 
towards completion of a specified course in the 
new programme
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Credit Currency Exchange

• By 2016 the QF Credit value of all 
qualifications at QF levels 1 – 4 will be 
indicated on the QR 

• The use of different credit units does not 
prevent the recognition of previous learning 
achieved for articulation to another qualification

• Provided the definition of the credit unit 
employed is clear, a reliable conversion formula 
can be established
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Learner Support

• Receiving institution to provide clear information 
on policy, application procedures and timelines

• Originating institution to provide transcript and 
detailed course and programme information

• Institutions accepting learners into a programme 
of study in the second or third year may need to 
provide additional support to enable them to 
integrate and complete the programme in the 
normal timeframe without disrupting the progress 
of continuing students
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Support for Staff

The additional workload for staff created by 
the introduction of CAT should be taken into 
account in personnel planning and the 
provision of professional development 
opportunities
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Suggestions on Use of CAT Policy

• Commitment to CAT as the most essential

• Different uses by stakeholders

• Inclusion of international experience and 
excellent local practices

• Confidence of learners in the integrity and 
coherence of the HK education system
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THANK  YOU
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